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Abstract: Recently, technology startups have leveraged the potential of blockchain-based technologies
to govern institutions or interpersonal trust by enforcing signed treaties among different individuals in
a decentralized environment. However, it is going to be hard enough convincing that the blockchain
technology could completely replace the trust among trading partners in the sharing economy as
sharing services always operate in a highly dynamic environment. With the rapid expanding of the
rental market, the sharing economy faces more and more severe challenges in the form of regulatory
uncertainty and concerns about abuses. This paper proposes an enhanced decentralized sharing
economy service using the service level agreement (SLA), which documents the services the provider
will furnish and defines the service standards the provider is obligated to meet. The SLA specifications
are defined as the smart contract, which facilitates multi-user collaboration and automates the process
with no involvement of the third party. To demonstrate the usability of the proposed solution in
the sharing economy, a notebook sharing case study is implemented using the Hyperledger Fabric.
The functionalities of the smart contract are tested using the Hyperledger Composer. Moreover,
the efficiency of the designed approach is demonstrated through a series of experimental tests using
different performance metrics.
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1. Introduction

Due to the popularity of peer-to-peer (P2P) platforms, the business dealings among private
individuals on a large scale are increasingly frequent. The sharing economy is a P2P-based economic
model, which provides access to goods and services that are often facilitated by a community-based
online platform [1]. This new Internet-based rental market allows individuals to get an extra benefit by
renting out their unused goods and services to others. For example, Mobike [2] is a fully station-less
bicycle sharing system, which enables consumers to pick up and leave a bike at any time or any
parking area.

Another typical example is Airbnb [3], in which the individuals are allowed to rent out their
spare rooms, apartments, or entire homes. The sharing economy has rapidly exploded over the past
decade, and the potential market size is expected to grow from 14 billion in 2014 to 335 billion dollars
in 2025 [4]. The advancement of information technologies and data analytics capabilities pave the
way for rental firms to match the demand and supply efficiently. Mutual trust is one of the most
fundamental prerequisites for such interactions to take place in the sharing economy [5]. For example,
the host of the department not only needs to trust potential guests to behave respectfully but also to
believe in Airbnb’s ability relative to the reservation and payment procedures. However, with reduced
social ties compared to other common sharing platforms, providers, and consumers in the sharing
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economy typically know less of each other than they would in a conventional exchange. As a result,
many sharing economy platforms introduced rating systems [6–8] to distribute the cost of adjusting the
platform to members. Although the trust represented in user ratings might be significant, individual
participants disproportionately bear the risk.

Recently, the decentralized technology represented by blockchain has been introduced as a new
paradigm by some researchers [9–11]. In concept, blockchain is a decentralized, distributed ledger
consisting of multiple peers, which can execute, track, verify transactions, and record transactions
across a large variety of entities [12]. Every block of the ledger is logically linked to the previous
block by storing the hash of the parent. As a consequence, the user of the blockchain can easily use
the verification process to detect the discrepancy even if a single bit of the ledger has been tampered.
This stunning property makes it impossible for any single party to manipulate data on the blockchain.
The economic sharing system built on the blockchain technology, makes a transaction trust-free, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the sharing service and lowering the operational costs.

Though blockchain started as a core technology of Bitcoin, its use cases have already been expanded
to various areas [13], such as healthcare [14–17], intelligent transportation [18,19], and the Internet
of Things (IoT) [20–23]. Despite the great efforts made by many researchers to apply the theory
of the blockchain technology in the sharing economy, the authors in [24] indicate the existing
defects of blockchain-based sharing economy systems by reviewing recent literature and research
analysis. The limitations can be summarized as the following points: Firstly, most of the systems
primarily concentrate on the online trading and transaction transparency. Moreover, they only
provide simple services like transferring the ownership of the property by using cryptocurrencies
(e.g., Bitcoins or Ethers). Few works of the literature consider the actual connections between the
blockchain with the physical world so far. Most important of all, the major problem is concerned with
the reduced operational governance control as the consumer has less control of the actual service level
being offered by the provider compared to the on-premise services. In general, businesses offering
rental services are always regulated by federal, state, or local authorities. However, in the sharing
economy, unlicensed individuals offering rental services may not follow these regulations. For example,
there are stories about users who find their bikes provided by the Mobike owners heavily damaged,
with little chance of compensation.

To establish an operational governance control in the sharing economy, this paper utilizes the
concept of SLA [25], which describes the obligations that service providers must comply with when
delivering a specific service to consumers. For instance, in the cloud service, an SLA can state that
the network throughput must be higher than 100 Mbps; otherwise, the consumer receives 50% of its
payment back. The SLA management is responsible for the SLA template generation, negotiation,
configuration, enforcement, maintenance, and evolution. For most of the existing business support
systems (BSS), the SLA compensation, still requires manual effort and interaction to be accomplished.
For example, if a violation occurs during the term of the SLA contract, the compensation process
is bureaucratic, and involves dedicated personnel in the case of a dispute. Moreover, such manual
interaction hinders service agility and is prone to errors. This paper proposes a novel mechanism to
manage SLA by relying on smart contracts [26] and the blockchain. A smart contract is defined as
contractual clauses, for instance, collateral and property, which can be embedded in the hardware and
software. With the advance of software technologies, the smart contract is no longer related to the
conventional concept of a deal but can be any computer code running on top of the system. In light of
this statement, the Ethereum Foundation [27] is the earliest start in a smart contract that takes place on
the blockchain. The smart contract contains a set of rules under which the parties to that smart contract
agree to interact with each other. The agreement is automatically enforced by the smart contract only
when the condition meets the pre-defined rules. This technology brings foreseeable benefits to the SLA
management, such as increased business efficiency, better security, task coordination, and improved
customer satisfaction.
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Overall, the main contributions of this work are multi-fold: Firstly, we apply the concept of SLA
to build the self-governance control in the sharing economy system. Moreover, we define the SLA
specifications as the smart contract, which automates the SLA lifecycle and brings transparency to
the service provisioning since all rules for the SLA management. Market barriers can be lowered as
there is no third-party intervention. Lastly, we implement a notebook sharing case study on top of the
proposed architecture by using a permissioned blockchain network called Hyperledger Fabric.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3
illustrates the proposed system architecture and details each internal component of the system. Section 4
elaborates the implementation of the case study in depth. Section 5 presents the implementation results
of the case study with numerous snapshots. Section 6 analyzes the system performances of the case
study in different performance indexes. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the full paper and indicates
future research directions.

2. Related Work

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the shared economy applications, whereby people
can monetize their things [28]. The sharing economy has experienced waves of hyper enthusiasm,
but it has yet to reach its full potential. Most of the business model of platforms such as Airbnb and
Uber play a role as intermediaries between users and private resources. The blockchain is stated to
provide an infrastructure with the potential to organize truly decentralized markets [29]. A recent
discussion paper by IBM reported that blockchains have the potential to create a “sharing economy
2.0” by decentralizing trust [30]. Additionally, much of the academic literature suggests the blockchain
technology to overcome trust-related issues and hence to contribute to the resolution of one of the
fundamental challenges of the peer-to-peer markets and sharing economy activities [31]. Beenest [32]
is one startup that aims at improving the house-sharing economy by eliminating the terms of
service and costs incurred by the centralized authorities using the blockchain technology. In this
new model, those hosts with spare rooms or houses can directly connect with the users looking
for accommodation, without intermediary charging or exploiting its user’s data. SLOCK.IT [33] is
an example that specialized in blockchain and IoT applications to realize Szabo’s vision of smart
contracts embedded in IoT-enabled devices. The owner of a SLOCK can set a deposit for his property for
rental, and thereby the user pays the deposit through the Ethereum blockchain to get access permission
to control the smart lock via their smartphone. Helbiz [34] is a critical proponent of this economic model
for transportation by combining the car-sharing and blockchain technology. The blockchain serves
as a conduit for the services provided by Helbiz’s platform, automatically processing transactions
between operators, owners, and external service providers. Widely publicized as the “blockchain
version of Uber,” La’zooz’ aims to build an open-source, worldwide, decentralized ride-sharing
network, to challenge and revolutionize the established private transpiration systems with large
numbers of wasted empty seats and cargo space [35]. Arcade City [36] is another decentralized
ride-sharing service built on the Ethereum blockchain. It links up drivers and passengers and provides
a ride in the same manner Uber does. Except for these startups, some design science approaches pick
up the notion of the blockchain and transfer the concept of intermediary-free platforms to potential
application contexts. For instance, [37] proposes a proof of concept to demonstrate how decentralized
applications enable every day sharing. The authors built the smart contract on the smart contract,
which allows owners to register and rent devices without a trusted third-party involvement. However,
a blockchain-based system leaks privacy information of the involved parties due to its openness to
the public, and a privacy-respecting approach is proposed to enforce agreements between owners
and actual users of goods [38]. The authors in [39] introduce a decentralized trust-free transaction
system that allows users to transfer real-world assets without a central registry. Moreover, they
propose to utilize the blockchain’s publicly shared and immutable record to mitigate the impact of
informational asymmetries on bilateral transactions. The authors in [40] propose a blockchain-based
infrastructure for the IoT-enabled sharing economy in mega smart cities. The proposed infrastructure
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leverages the cognitive computing and off-chain based decentralized data storage for a massive crowd.
The authors in [41] present a distributed solution to protect the privacy of users and to the security of
the vehicle ecosystem. The proposed security architecture is eminently suitable for car-sharing services,
which require a trusted communication channel to exchange data including the location of the vehicle,
keys to unlock the car, and payment details of the user.

Although considerable works have been conducted, these works fall short of the QoS for service
consumers when contracting third-party resources, especially business ones that require guarantees for
outsourcing business processes. For example, most of these works only focus on the management of
payment but lack the compensation process in the event of default. To address these issues, an automatic
approach for service quality assurance and service control automatic by using SLA is presented herein.
As far as we know, this is the first study dedicated to exploring the use of the smart contract to automate
the SLA management process in sharing economy systems.

3. The Architecture of SLA based Sharing Economy Service

3.1. SLA Based Sharing Economy Service

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed sharing economy service consists of four components:
Participants, assets, blockchain network, and off-chain data lake. Participants and assets are the basis of
the sharing business model. A participant is an actor with unique roles, and for example, they can be
the provider of the assets or the user who wants to search and rent assets according to certain conditions
automatically. Assets are goods, services, or properties, which can be controlled by electronics locks
or access control systems. Assets can represent almost anything in a business network, for example,
a vacant house or an idle desktop. To monitor the status of these assets, we can collect various sensor
data from sensors that are attached to assets. Participants can perform operations on the blockchain,
for example, creating a new asset or exchange assets with other participants. All the interactions
between the participants and the blockchain are encrypted with a digital signature to ensure the
security of data transmission and the authenticity of the participant’s identity. The blockchain network
consists of various trusted peers, which hold the smart contract and a copy of the ledger for the
network to maintain the data consistency within the network. The smart contract acts as a trusted
distributed application that performs business logic running on the blockchain. It can perform either
simple operations such as a data update, or complex operation that requires attached conditions.
The blockchain preserves a complete up to data history of all transactions, which would follow
a lifecycle of a specific asset. The off-chain data lake is an independent data repository, which holds the
current values of participants and assets.

As shown in Figure 2, we insulate the submitting clients from the blockchain network. They are only
used to invoke a smart contract and to receive a notification whenever the blockchain network includes
a new transaction in the ledger. Participants are members of the business network, with the abilities to
have assets and submit transactions. The assets can also invoke smart contracts in the case of sending
sensing data collected from them. These data are used to produce a variety of ways for services such as
the remote fault diagnosis and maintenance. The participant registry holds the instances of generated
participants while the asset registry holds the instances of assets. In this work, we use the enrollment
certificates as the mappings of identities to participants, and these certificates are maintained in the
identity registry. The blockchain network creates a new mapping to the identity registry whenever the
admin bounds an identity to a participant.

As a consequence, the network can verify the identity in the identity registry when a participant
uses that identity to submit transactions. After the identity verification, the participant becomes the
current participant who can submit the transaction. The access control in the smart contract manages
access to resources by associating a policy. These rules in the blockchain network are applied to
the current participant, who performs the authorized operations on resources according to access
control requirements.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the service level agreement (SLA)-based sharing economy service with
the smart contract.
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3.2. Participants of the Proposed Sharing Economy Service

The proposed sharing business model is defined as a building agreement based on the SLA
specification for concluding the contract between the providers and users. We propose the mechanism
of specifying the components of the SLA based on the smart contract. The most characteristic feature
of SLA is that the services should be provided to the consumer as agreed upon in the contract.
In the proposed sharing economy service model, the financial transactions are services that are
automated and intelligently managed by the SLA contract. All the participants in trusted operations
in which the SLA contract studies the agreement and the obligations are executed automatically
without human involvement. Such a system can report faults, handle payment and refund, monitor
performance metrics, perform data analytics, and make decisions. As shown in Figure 3, the proposed
system includes many participants in terms of their roles. In this work, five different participants are
defined, including the validator, provider, consumer, issuer, and monitor. The provider is a vendor that
offers the required solutions or services based on the SLA contract templates. The validator validates
the SLA registered to the system and responds to the system with the validation results. The consumer
can discover the SLA and associated validation results. negotiation is performed to formulate the
right contract content that suits both providers and consumers. Once the service is being established
and executed, it needs to be monitored. The monitor continuously monitors the service performances
according to the respective guarantees posed in the smart contract. Once these guarantees are violated,
the monitor sends the notice to the system. The penalties are assessed to conduct the respective
compensation actions associated with them, as dictated by the smart contract. Moreover, charging
is automatically executed according to the cost of the service concerned. Once the contract validity
period expires, the SLA contract is automatically terminated. However, its specification can remain in
the system for accountability and legal reasons for some time. After that period, the contract might
be discarded, as in the case of regular contracts. For the reuse, the specification would require to be
preserved in the system. The issuer is a legal entity that is authorized to issue its securities or tokens.
The created token so-called IoTcoin is a particular coin, which allows providers to tokenize assets.
Representing assets as tokens establish the individual state and permission of an item, and reduce the
risk and difficulty of transferring assets across multiple parties.
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3.3. Assets of the Proposed Sharing Economy Service

In the proposed sharing business model, there are two classes of the assets: Intangible asset and
tangible assets. Tangible assets are physical properties (e.g., car, house, desktop) that can be controlled
by electronics locks or access control systems. Intangible assets include non-physical properties
(e.g., sensor data, access keys) that can be controlled by digital devices. However, these two assets share
many standard features; for example, they can be transmitted directly to the network or controlled by
smart devices. Moreover, because there are no traditional stages such as storage or logistics, customers
can get their assets immediately while the deal is completed. Although participants are related to the
assets, the shift of the usage permission can be realized by the token transmission or digital control.
In a real environment, cars with the anti-theft system can only be unlocked with the right key that is
equipped with the corresponding private key provided by the anti-theft system. So far, the potential of
the asset is far from being fully developed. In the above example, the private key is usually kept in
a physical container (e.g., SIM card), which is hard to transfer. The blockchain can address this issue as
the permission can be accomplished in the network. In the proposed sharing business model, we can
use mobile devices equipped with the NFC module as the carrier and use the APP to transfer the usage
permission on the blockchain.

3.4. Blockchain Network of the Proposed Sharing Economy Service

As shown in Figure 4, the blockchain network proposed in this paper is built on a permissioned
network that only allows access from authorized users. This solution avoids the risk of data exposure
since the transaction history that records how a resource is manipulated are invisible to unauthorized
users. In a permissioned blockchain network, only authorized users can operate on the blockchain,
and a valid block must contain a signature from a subset of users. As a result, no invalid node could
modify or insert a transaction in the blockchain. Moreover, the approved smart contract cannot be
altered unless it gets signed by the agreement from all users featured on the operation. The blockchain
network provides various blockchain features including identity authentication, verification, and P2P
communication. Peers are the fundamental entity of the blockchain network since they maintain
the ledger and provide the running environment for the smart contracts. The orderer peer provides
transaction ordering that packages the transaction in sequence and creates blocks of transactions.
The distributed ledger is consensually shared and synchronized across the blockchain network, in which
each peer of the network can have their identical copy of it. The practical byzantine fault tolerance
(PBFT) algorithm provides a mechanism for peers to correctly reach a consensus despite malicious peers
in sending out incorrect information. The smart contract is installed and instantiated onto all peers and
runs as a decentralized application to manage access and modifications in the ledger. The event hub
generates events to the client whenever a new block is added to the ledger, or the transaction triggers
the predefined condition in the smart contract. The API interface exposes the services provided by
the blockchain network as open API schemes by which the client application can interact with the
smart contract.

This work utilizes the asymmetric cryptography, including a key pair to encrypt and decrypt data,
as shown in Figure 5. The public key is often provided by a trusted, designated authority and used
to encrypt data. The other key in the pair is the private key that is kept secret and is mathematically
linked to the public key. In an asymmetric cryptography, either of the keys can be used to encrypt
a message, but whatever is encrypted can only be decrypted by its relevant opposite key.

A trusted authority called the public key institution (PKI) [42] is required to make users and
systems aware of that a public key is authentic and it has not been tampered with by a malicious
third party. As shown in Figure 6, the PKI architecture in our system consists of certificate authorities
(CA) and the certificate database. CA is a trusted party, which provides the root of trust for all PKI
certificates and provides services to authenticate, issue, and revoke the identity of individuals. Each CA
maintains its own root CA, for use only by the CA. The CA that is certified by a root CA is authorized
to issue certificates for specific uses allowed by the root. The certificate database stores information
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about issued certificates and the validity period and status of each PKI as well. Among various
standards of PKI, this work utilizes the Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate Policy and
Certification Practices Framework (RFC 5280) [43]. The X.509 certificates are widely used in many
Internet protocols, for example, the TLS or SSL, and are also used in offline applications like electronic
signatures. Although a blockchain network can perform transactions without the involvement of
a third-party, it still depends on the PKI architecture to ensure secure communication between various
network participants, and to ensure that messages posted on the blockchain are correctly authenticated.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 27 
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Figure 7 presents the transactional workflow during a transaction operation. The client application
user has registered and enrolled with the CA and received back necessary, which is used to authenticate
to the network. Transaction proposals are constructed by client applications, which leverages
an application SDK to send a request to the target peers. The proposal is a request to invoke
the smart contract functions with the intent of reading or updating the ledger. The endorser peers
take the transaction proposal inputs as arguments to the invoked smart contract function. The smart
contract is then executed against the defined business logic to produce the transaction results in their
simulated environment. However, the updated transaction results will not be made to the ledger at
this point. The set of response values include a response value, read set, and write set. The read set
captures the latest read from the current state, and the write set holds the data that will be written to
the next state when simulating the transaction. The read set and write set, along with the endorser
peer’s signature is passed back as a proposal response to the client application. The client application
verifies the endorser peer signatures and determines if the predefined endorsement policy has been
fulfilled before broadcasting the transaction proposal and response to the orderer. The orderer receives
the transactions within the network, orders them into a block and delivers these blocks to all the
committer peers. Each committer peer validates the transaction to validate whether the endorsement
policy is fulfilled and to ensure whether the read set is matched with the current state. Once the
transaction is validated, each peer appends the block to the ledger and commits the write set to the
current state. Lastly, these committing nodes generate asynchronous events to notify the client that the
transaction has been appended to the blockchain as well as a notification of whether the transaction is
validated or not.

3.5. Off-Chain Data Lake of the Proposed Sharing Economy Service

We propose the use of the off-chain data lake to take away the current values of the ledger
states from the blockchain. Clients submit transactions that capture changes to the off-chain data lake,
and these transactions end up being committed to the blockchain. The most remarkable difference
between the blockchain data structure and the off-chain data lake is that the data immutability. The data
cannot be modified in the blockchain even by the network admin once it is written into the ledger.
However, the data stored in the off-chain data lake updates incessantly whenever the state value
changes, such as when the ownership of a car is transferred from one to another. The off-chain data
lake serves as a database, which provides a rich set of operators for the efficient storage and retrieval
of states. The blockchain network can be configured to use different databases to address the needs
of different types of values and the access patterns required by applications. The proposed approach
greatly enhances the transaction processing performance since we do not need to traverse the overall
transaction log in the blockchain.
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4. Case Study Implementation Using Hyperledger Fabric

This section presents the development technologies and tools to implement the notebook sharing
case study. The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network is deployed in the Ubuntu Linux v18.04.2 LTS
with an Intel Core i5-8500 @ 3.00 GHz processor and 12 GB memory. The Docker engine acts as the
running environment and provides the tools to configure docker images and containers in the virtual
machine. The blockchain client application is implemented using a JavaScript SDK, which provides
a set of APIs to manage and interact with the deployed business network. The VSCode is used as the
integrated development environment (IDE) to work on the smart contract code. We use the Hyperledger
Composer [44] to generate the Representational State Transfer (REST) Server that exposes the blockchain
logic to the web or mobile applications. The REST Server converts the smart contract for a business
network into an open API definition, which at runtime supports create, read, update and delete
(CRUD) to perform operations on the blockchain. To secure the access of the REST network resources,
Passport.js is utilized to authenticate requests through an extensible set of strategies, including using
a username and password, and third-party services. The CouchDB is used as the off-chain data lake
to hold the current values of the ledger states. It provides rich query support, including the get, put,
and delete method, which enables the smart contract to access the off-chain data lake via simple APIs.
The structure of a participant in the smart contract is modeled, as shown in Table 1.

As mentioned earlier, assets can range from the tangible (real estate and hardware) to the intangible
(contracts and intellectual property). The Hyperledger blockchain network provides the ability to
modify assets using transactions. Table 2 represents the structure of an asset, which contains various
information about the asset.

Figure 8 details the SLA specifications, which are specified for the notebook sharing case study.
The notebook providers and consumers are used as the basis of the agreement and represent the
primary stakeholders associated with SLA. The SLA contains three statuses over the lifecycle of
a sharing service that represents the status over the SLA lifecycle. We define three different service
levels, which vary from the operation level, data storage and the network bandwidth. The turn-around
time (TAT), mean time to cover (MTTR), and gathering cycle are used as performance metrics in the
SLA. The subscription time represents the valid period of the SLA between the provider and consumer.
The violation field is used to represent whether a violation occurs under terms of the contract, and it
can only be modified by the validator.
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Table 1. Participant definition in the smart contract.

Name Property Type

Issuer

pid String
contact info (name, phone, address) Concept

token name String
type String

quantity String

Provider

pid String
contact info (name, phone, address) Concept

org name String
balance Double

Consumer

pid String
contact info (name, phone, address) Concept

active notebook Ids String [ ]
issuer Object

balance Double

Validator
pid String

contact info (name, phone, address) Concept
org name String

Monitor
pid String

contact info (name, phone, address) Concept
org name String

Table 2. Asset definition in the smart contract.

Name Property Type

Notebook

Aid String
notebook status (instore, available, in use, callback) Enum

Provider Object
user (active) Object

Remark String

Login password

Aid String
user (active) Object

Notebook Object
Password String

Service issue

Aid String
User Object

Provider Object
issue status (submitted, in progress, solved, unsolved) Enum

issue note String

Service level agreement (SLA)

Aid String
Provider Object

service level (basic, standard, premium) Enum
service type (operation, storage, connection bandwidth) Concept
service level monitoring (TAT, MTTR, gathering cycle) Concept

Pricing Double
unit (hour) Double

SLA status (invalid, available, subscribed) Enum
violation (default: false) Boolean
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Figure 8. Detailed SLA specification in the smart contract.

As shown in Table 3, we define the list of transactions for the notebook sharing case study.
Participants can interact with assets through the transactions. The transaction is restricted to specified
participants, and they modify the resources according to the predefined operation. It is worth noting that
the operation can equally apply to participants not only to assets according to business requirements.
For example, the “Issue token” transaction is used to increase the token balance of a specified
consumer participant.

Table 3. Transaction definition in the smart contract.

Transaction Participant Operation Resource (Participant, Asset)

Issue token issuer UPDATE consumer
Redeem token issuer UPDATE consumer

Register notebook provider CREATE notebook
Release notebook provider UPDATE notebook

Callback notebook provider UPDATE notebook
Generate SLA provider CREATE SLA
Validate SLA validator UPDATE SLA

Subscribe SLA consumer UPDATE consumer, SLA
Terminate SLA consumer UPDATE consumer, SLA
Rent notebook consumer UPDATE notebook, consumer, provider

Return notebook consumer UPDATE notebook, consumer
Request login password consumer CREATE login password
Cancel login password consumer DELETE login password

Submit issue consumer CREATE service issue
Confirm issue provider UPDATE service issue

Solve issue provider UPDATE service issue
Unsolve issue provider UPDATE service issue

Detect violation monitor UPDATE SLA
Fee refund consumer UPDATE consumer, provider, SLA, notebook
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The transaction process function is the logical operation of a transaction defined in the smart
contract as shown in Figure 9. The structure of this function includes decorators and metadata followed
by a JavaScript function, both parts are required for a transaction to work. As shown in Algorithm 1,
the pseudo code for the transaction processor function relating to the “Subscribe SLA” transaction is
to modify the status of both the SLA asset and the current consumer. This transaction will execute
only when the status of the SLA is available. Then, it updates the status of the SLA asset, adds the
associations between the SLA asset and the current participant, and emits an event.
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Algorithm 1. Pseudo Code for Subscribe SLA Transaction (Consumer ID, SLA ID, Subscription Time, Timestamp)

Input (Consumer ID, SLA ID, Subscription Time, Timestamp)

Begin
Set Consumer as the Current Participant
If SLA State = AVAILABLE then

SLA State changes to SUBSCRIBED
SLA ActiveUser changes to Consumer ID
SLA Subscription Time changes to Subscription Time
If Active SLA ID List of Consumer = undefined then

Initialize Active SLA ID List of Consumer
Else

Push SLA ID to Active SLA ID List of Consumer
Emit event to Current Participant

Else
Reject the transaction and show an error.

End

Figure 10 presents the interaction between the blockchain and the off-chain data lake. The sample
off-chain data lake includes one SLA asset expressed as key-value pairs. In contrast to the off-chain
data lake, the blockchain is a transaction log that records all the changes that reflect the off-chain data
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lake. Transactions are sorted into blocks in time order, and these blocks are cryptographically linked to
each other to form a sequence of the chain, which enables the user to know the historical changes that
took place in the off-chain data lake.
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In the real product environment, the real-time data from assets are needed to determine whether
the violation happened over the life of the SLA contract. In this paper, the monitoring of the assets is
not considered to simplify the case study. Figure 11 illustrates the simplified workflow of the notebook
sharing case study. In the permissioned network, every participant of the system is required to obtain
a certificate that contains the identity information and the connection file before connecting to the
system. This certificate is issued through the register and enrollment processes that can be performed
only by the system admin. The provider can register the basic information of the notebook, including
the model name, manufacturer, and some other specifications. However, in this stage, the notebook
is not visible to consumers unless the provider releases it. Then, the provider can define the SLA,
and the format of the SLA needs to be confirmed by the validator before the consumer can view the
document. The issuer issues tokens to consumers as the further steps require tokens. The consumer
subscribes the SLA and rents the notebook. In this step, the consumer transfers a certain number
of tokens to the provider according to the cost of service level. The consumer can get the login
password that is randomly generated by the network and use the obtained password to access the
notebook. During the contract period, the consumer can submit an issue to the network if a fault occurs;
for instance, the wireless network is disconnected. The network delivers this issue to the provider who
can perform the task to resolve the issue. The provider can modify the status of the submitted issue
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in terms of the actual condition. The monitor continually monitors the status and makes decisions
accordingly. In the case of that, the issue is not resolved according to the task time defined in the SLA,
this can be considered as the violation, and the consumer can get the compensation. If no validation is
detected during the contract and the lease is expired, the consumer can terminate the SLA, in turn,
cancels the login password and returns the notebook.
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In this case study, we configure the REST Server to authenticate clients using the Github
authentication provider. As shown in Figure 12, the client must authenticate to the REST Server
before it is permitted to access to business network resources, which are protected by the OAuth2.0
scheme. The service owner (Github account) can grant consent to the client application. The Github
authorization server requests consent of the service owner and issues access tokens to clients. The issued
access token is stored in the local storage of the web browser. When the user initiates a subsequent
request, the client validates the access token retrieved from the local storage instead of reauthenticating
the user. Moreover, the REST Server itself is configured to persist the business network cards that are
required to connect to the blockchain network. These business network cards are identities issued by
using the Fabric-CA server to register enrollment certificates. Each identity has a standard structure
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comprising a descriptive label, an X.509 certificate containing a public key, a private key, and some
Fabric-specific metadata.
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As shown in Figure 13, the sample certificate contains a digital certificate describing a participant
called Jack. This certificate includes identifying information such as the PKI that issued the certificate,
the creation date of the certificate, and the certificate validity period. The highlighted subject text
provides key facts about Jack, and it also holds many pieces of information. It is noteworthy that Jack’s
public key is distributed within his certificate. However, his private signing key is kept private.
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Jack’s public key is distributed within his certificate. However, his private signing key is kept private. 

Certificate:
    Data:
        Version: 3 (0x2)
        Serial Number:
            03:01:01:01:12:02:16:5b:6a:f3:52
        Signature Algorithm: sha1WithRSAEncryption
        Issuer: C=CN, ST=Shanghai, L=Shanghai, O=GlobalSign nv-sa, CN=Root CA
        Validity
            Not Before: Sep  1 11:30:00 2018 GMT
            Not After : Feb 20 11:30:00 2020 GMT
        Subject: C=CN, ST=Shanghai, L=Shanghai, O=SVW, OU=Manufacturing, CN=Jack/UID=123456
        Subject Public Key Info:
            Public Key Algorithm: id-ecPublicKey
                Public-Key: (2048 bit)
                Modulus:
                    00:ca:0d:a6:22:7d:ef:a5:f2:4e:9a:6b:cb:f2:7a:
                    ...
                Exponent: 53357 (0x10001)
        X509v3 extensions:
            X509v3 Key Usage: critical
                Certificate Sign, CRL Sign
            X509v3 Basic Constraints: critical
                CA:TRUE
            X509v3 Subject Key Identifier: 
                56:6B:56:2A:35:0D:95:CA:73:50:1F:6D:14:FD:21:A5:EF:DC:FD:4B
    Signature Algorithm: sha1WithRSAEncryption
         ed:23:f6:7a:4c:54:d1:8a:ad:ed:bc:a3:bd:23:c4:12:23:b3:
         ...

Jack

 
Figure 13. Sample participant certificate issued by Fabric-CA using X.509.
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5. Implementation Results of the Case Study

This section presents the implementation results of the case study in the Hyperledger Composer
Playground [45] with various snapshots. It is a web user interface to test the business logic of the smart
contract that executes on the Hyperledger Fabric runtime. As shown in Figure 14, the playground
wallet holds a set of identities, each issued by the Fabric CA.
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Figure 15 presents the Composer REST Server explorer, which is used to inspect and test the
generated REST API. The smart contract model for a business network is converted into an Open
API definition, and at runtime the create, read, update and delete operation are implemented for
allowing transactions to be submitted for processing or retrieved. When the client authenticates to
the REST Server, the explorer redirects the request to the Github authentication provider. Afterward,
the authentication provider redirects back to the REST Server and shows the access token at the top of
the page. The access token can be passed into the REST request to authenticate the client.
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Once a client has authenticated to the REST API, that client can add identities to a wallet. The wallet
is private to that client and is not accessible to other clients. When a client requests the REST Server,
an identity in the client’s wallet is used to sign all transactions made by that client digitally. To
add an identity card to the wallet, we should navigate to the wallet APIs by expanding the wallet
category, as shown in Figure 16a. The identity card can be imported into the wallet by calling the POST
/wallet/import operation, as shown in Figure 16b.
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We can check that the participant does connect to the business network by calling the following
API. As shown in Figure 17, the current participant is connected to the business network as it returns
the information of the participant and related identity in the response body.
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The snapshots in Figure 18 show some of the case study operations results. Figure 18a is a snapshot
of the provider profile that is defined in the smart contract. Similarly, the consumer profile is presented
in Figure 18b. The specifications of the SLA generated by the provider is illustrated in Figure 18c.
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Figure 19 represents the snapshot of the transaction history in the Composer playground, including
the date, entry type, and participant. “Date” is an unalterable blockchain ledger record time indicating
when the transaction is executed. “Entry Type” presents the transaction type and “Participant”
represents the current participant that submits the transaction. The dashboard also provides an entry
that shows the detail of a transaction.
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6. Performance Evaluation of the Case Study

This section offers a comprehensive evaluation to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
system in various performance metrics, along with a formula where appropriate. The prototype
blockchain network in the experiment consists of four peers and one orderer. The term transactions
per second (tps) refers to the number of transactions performed by the blockchain network per second,
also called throughput. For this analysis, we used the Hyperledger Caliper [46] as the benchmark
simulation tool. We modified the configuration script to simulate the behavior of the case study for the
performance evaluation. For the first study, we evaluated the throughput of the proposed system by
varying the send rate from 200 tps to 1300 tps. The throughput can be classified into two categories,
the read throughput and transaction throughput. The read throughput measures the number of read
operations that are completed in a defined period. The transaction throughput measures the number
of valid transactions that are committed by the blockchain within the allotted time. Formulas for
these two metrics are presented in Equations (1) and (2), respectively. Note that the total number of
invalid transactions should be eliminated from the total transactions to yield the total valid transactions.
The average read throughput of the proposed system was evaluated by varying the send rate from
500 tps to 3000 tps at a randomly selected system utilization level, and the experimental results are
shown in Figure 20. The read throughput grows until it reaches a peak of 2346 tps at the send rate of
2500 tps. Therefore, we get the optimal send rate as 2500 tps for the read throughput in the case of
the proposed network. Similar to Figure 21, the optimal send rate for the transaction throughput is
1100 tps as the throughput decreases continuously with the increase of the send rate after that.

Read Throughput =
Total read operations
total time in seconds

(1)

Transaction Throughput =
Total valid transactions

total time in seconds
(2)
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Figure 20. Blockchain network read throughput evaluation.
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Figure 21. Blockchain network transaction throughput evaluation.

Another study on the network latency was performed to indicate the amount of time taken for
a transaction to be executed across the blockchain network. Similar to the first study, the latency
also falls into two categories: the read latency and transaction latency. The read latency is the time
that the read request is submitted plus the time that the reply is received. The transaction latency is
a network-wide view of the amount of time taken for a transaction to be executed across the network.
The measurement not only includes the time from the point that it is submitted but also the broadcast
time and any correction time because of the consensus mechanism in place. Eyal et al. [47] proposed
a useful definition of the network threshold, which is the amount of time for a percentage of the
network to commit the transaction. In this study, the percentage of the network was set to 100% since
the use of the non-probabilistic protocol like PBFT. General and simplified formulas for computing
the read latency and transaction latency are shown in Equations (3) and (4), separately. As shown
in Figure 22, the average read latency of the proposed system was evaluated by varying the send
rate from 500 tps to 3000 tps 10 times at a random selected system resource utilization level. The read
latency has a relatively small increase with the increase of the send rate. However, the latency increases
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significantly after the send rate of 2500 since the optimal value is exceeded. Similarly, the graph in
Figure 23 shows that the average transaction latency increases linearly as the user request rate increases,
and this value rises sharply after the optimal send rate of 1100 tps.

Read Latency = Response received time− submission time (3)

Transaction Latency = Confirmation time ∗ network threshold− submission time (4)
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Figure 23. Blockchain network transaction latency evaluation.

In general, Bitcoin takes near 10 min to mine a block, and it can be expected that a transaction
takes around an hour on average as at least six confirmations are required before a transaction is
finalized. For Ethereum, the average transaction time to mine a block is around 15 s. Moreover,
this time cost varies significantly in terms of the network environments. According to Figure 21,
the average transaction latency for the proposed blockchain network is around 2.3 s, which races
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far ahead than most popular blockchain platforms. The reason behind that depends on the nature
of the blockchain, which directly impacts the transaction performance. Bitcoin and Ethereum are
permissionless blockchains, where anyone can participate, and every participant is anonymous. In order
to establish trust among anonymous participants, the permissionless blockchain typically employs
a native cryptocurrency or transaction fees to provide economic incentive to offset the extraordinary
costs of validating transactions based on the proof-of-work (PoW). On the other hand, the proposed
blockchain is built on a permissioned network, where transactions are operated among a set of known,
identified participants under a governance model. By relying on the identities of the participants,
a permissioned blockchain can use a more traditional PBFT protocol that does not require costly mining.
Additionally, a permissioned blockchain can diminish the risk of a participant intentionally introducing
a malicious code through a smart contract. Since the participants are known to one another and all
actions, whether submitting application transactions, modifying the configuration of the network are
recorded on the blockchain following an endorsement policy that was established for the network and
relevant transaction type. Additionally, as a consequence, any guilty party can be easily identified and
the incident handled in conformity to the terms of the governance model.

Another experiment on the resource utilization of the blockchain network using the Hyperledger
Caliper was performed in five iterations. The resource utilization test results describe the maximum,
average usage rate of the memory and central processing unit (CPU), as shown in Table 4. For the peer,
the average memory allocation was recorded to be 97.35 MB, and the average CPU utility was recorded
to be 5.77%. For the orderer node, the average memory allocation was recorded to be 26.4 MB,
and the average CPU utility was recorded to be 1.25%. For the CA node, the average memory allocation
was recorded to be 5.5 MB, and the CPU utility was recorded to be 0%. The result of the resource
utilization experiment demonstrates that the blockchain network has a low rate of the system resources
occupation, high reliability, and comfortable user experience.

Table 4. Resource utilization evaluation of the blockchain network.

Type Name Memory (Max) Memory (Avg) CPU (Max) CPU (Avg) Traffic In Traffic Out

Docker peer0 107.0 MB 103.2 MB 11.46% 5.53% 4.8 MB 4.5 MB
Docker peer1 95.6 MB 89.7 MB 13.65% 6.55% 5.2 MB 5.5 MB
Docker peer2 114.3 MB 108.0 MB 13.92% 5.24% 5.6 MB 11.5 MB
Docker peer3 92.6 MB 88.7 MB 12.95% 5.75% 5.0 MB 5.6 MB
Docker orderer 36.6 MB 26.4 MB 5.16% 1.25% 5.1 MB 13.2 MB
Docker ca0 5.5 MB 5.5 MB 0.00% 0.00% 526 B 0 B
Docker ca1 5.5 MB 5.5 MB 0.00% 0.00% 456 B 0 B

7. Conclusions

The approach presented herein is based on smart contracts for the automated management
of SLAs in the field of the sharing economy. It automatically enforces the payment of the defined
subscription fee or the monetary compensation in the case of an SLA violation. All involved parties get
to know which entity has breached the SLA, and each party can explore every transaction. Moreover,
different facets of the SLA management have been incorporated in the approach, such as the SLA
definition, negotiation, and termination. A notebook sharing case study is implemented as the proof of
concept on top of the proposed architecture by using the Hyperledger Fabric. We evaluate the system
performance in different performance metrics, which indicate a steady level, allowing an effective
transaction throughput. Although the coevolution of the blockchain and SLA research studies is still in
its infancy, it is the goal of this work to explore the potential applications to improve efficiency and
bring automation, to revolutionize robust business solutions in various sharing economy scenarios.
The future research direction of this work is to monitor the terms of the SLA and resources while
guaranteeing the integrity of the monitored data to verify whether the SLAs are being complied or
not. Moreover, businesses considering the blockchain-enabled SLA management have to discuss the
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security issues related to smart contracts. More standard templates and security-auditing protocols are
required to improve the quality of the smart contracts.
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